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Student moving from 
21051 or 21054.
A student starts on a 3-
year undergraduate 
course in January 2022. 
How are they returned in 
the Student record for 
22056?

legacy return

Where the SessionYear and StudentCourseSession span the 2021/22 and 2022/23 boundary, the dates 
would reflect the full duration of the SessionYear/StudentCourseSession. In this case the start date 
would be January 2022.

Where a student studies a module spanning the 2021/22 and 2022/23 boundary, the ModuleInstance 
dates would reflect the full duration of the ModuleInstance. In this case the start date would be June 
2022 (original start date of the module).

Where ModuleInstances completed prior to the start of the 2022/23 reference period, this would not 
be required to be returned in the 2022/23 return. The same principle applies to other sub entities of 
StudentCourseSession where they have completed prior to 1 August 2022:
- Off Venue Activity
- Reference Period Student Load 

The following sub entities reflect the full StudentCourseSession and so would be returned to represent 
the full duration:
- Funding and Monitoring
- Funding Body 
- Student Financial Support
- Study Location
- Supervisor Allocation

The SessionStatus entity would be required to be returned where the student had a status of writing 
up or intercalation in the 22056 return. 
If the student was recorded as having suspended study in 21051 or 21054, they would not need to be 
returned in 22056 unless they restarted study or confirmed they would not be returning, in which case 
a Leaver record would be required. If the student was dormant from 1 August 2022 but was not 
recorded as suspended in 21051 or 21054, they would be required to be returned in 22056 to record 
them as dormant.
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